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Welcome to the July/August Bluegrass Breakdown.  The CBA photo 
team came up with so many great photos of the 2022 Father’s Day 
Festival, we decided to use a larger format to share some of them 
(the complete collection, which includes some spectacular photos 
of all the stage acts, can be found in the Zenfolio Photo Archive).   
This year we particularly wanted to feature the volunteers, kids, 
youth activities, behind-the-scenes happenings, and attendees just 
plain old having fun!  In short, we wanted to show what makes our 
Festival so distinct and wonderful!  

CBA Photo Team.  L to R: Alan Bond, John Woodworth, photo-bomber 
Laura Sambucetti, Patrick Campbell, Robin Frenette, and Bob Calkins.  Bob 
Free sharing some photos with Laurie Lewis. 

Kid Fest was a major Happy Zone this year! We made 
well over 100 stunningly beautiful sun-dyed T-shirts 
along with decorated ball caps, beads, Father’s Day 
cards filled with handmade guitar picks, painted 
snakes, and airplanes, “paper doll” replicas of the kids 
playing their fave Bluegrass instrument, stained glass 
sun-catchers, beads, and many etceteras, all under the 
shade of the pines and within listening pleasure of all 
the Bluegrass music going on! Kid Fest Rocked! 
Kathleen Rushing, Coordinator Kid Fest

Music Camp was a blast! It was 
so great to see people playing, 
learning, and listening to music 
together again. It was very 
inspiring for us to work with so 
many dedicated and energized 
coordinators, faculty, and 
volunteers. Thank you to all the 
folks who came to camp! We’re 
back!    Roscoe Roszkiewicz & Janet 
Peterson, Music Camp Directors



We had some awesome volunteers this year, as 
you can tell from the pictures! The coordinators 
and their crews went above and beyond! If they 
look like they’re having fun - they are! Don’t 
miss out, because we’re already recruiting for 
next year! 

If you’d like to join us, please send an email to 
phoebeleighsuelflow@californiabluegrass.net.
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Kids on Bluegrass this year was an absolute 
blast! We had an amazing group of fifteen 
talented youngsters who dedicated their 
time and energy to putting together a 
wonderful show. Not only did it go off 
without a hitch--with smiles all around--but 
the KOB were even joined by members of 
Special Consensus for their final song. It was 
definitely a year to remember, and the kids 
have already started preparing for next year! 

 Helen Foley, KOB Director

Dear Mrs. Darby and CBA, Thank you so much for sponsoring 
me and my parents for the camp and festival. I had a really 
good time. I learned a lot from the camp and the instructors. 
I learned how to blend with other singers, how to put all the 
pieces of a performance together (solos, fills, etc.), and how 
to perform on stage. I also really enjoyed the bands that 
performed. They taught me a lot as well, such as how a band 
works together, and how the musicians take solos, and their 
improv. I really liked my teacher Tessa and being taught by 
Della Mae.

Lucy, age 14

Dancin’ John Lonczak was a fixture at 
virtually every CBA event for decades.  
Whether dancing alone or surrounded 
by a gaggle of young folk, he quietly and 
relentlessly, monk-like, radiated the 
meditative power of the music he loved. 


